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Comments: Regarding changes to allow motorized vehicles, I have serious concerns that have not been

addressed:

1) even with just bicycles, unauthorized trails and "jump areas" appear and are a problem. How will this be

addressed?

2) At the present time, enforcement of existing rules regarding dogs off leash, bicycles on the horse trailhead,

dogs on the trail between December 1 and Feb 28, use during wet / muddy times resulting in ruts and soil

destruction, non-removal of pet waste, etc, is an issue - and has gotten to the point where it is more likely than

not that any of these are occurring (particularly off-leash dogs - it's a rarity to see a dog on a leash - and if off-

leash, is a rarity that they are meeting the definition of voice control) - how will you ensure safety for all in the

presence of motorized vehicles?

3) This is truly one of the few safe and quiet places for foot traffic right now - I am concerned regarding the noise

associated with motorized vehicles - I do not see environmental impact, including the burden of increased overall

use noted.

4) Motorized vehicles allow greater potential for removal of natural resources - including lumber and wildlife. (I

saw three people with a wheelbarrow on the Kim Williams trail at the rock slides on the north side of Mt Sentinel

collecting rocks for landscaping - although this is not the Rattlesnake, the same thinking and process applies -- )

How will you cover the present lack in any kind of surveillance or enforcement given new access?

5) What need does this access to motorized vehicles meet that is not met by other means?  I also ride a

motorcycle, and I have lots and lots of places to ride in this state - I don't need to be able to (or feel I have the

right to) take my motorcycle everywhere that hikers and horsemen can go.

 

In summary, I see nothing to be gained, particularly with increasing need for enforcement when you already lack

any kind of enforcement for existing rules, and much to be lost with increase risk of unauthorized trails and

conflict with those seeking peace and solitude in a unique wilderness area.


